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When

Where

What is it?

7 August 2016

White Horse Edwardstone

Joint run with Essex

11 September 2016

????

AGPU

16 – 18 September 2016

Somewhere in Lincolnshire

ROTT

28 January 2017

Girton College

2000th formal dinner

29 January 2017

??

2000th run

26 – 28 May 2017

Cambridge YHA

2017th weekend

25 – 28 August 2017

Easton College, Norwich,
Norfolk

UK Nash Hash

So, we are the Edithares but we are not the Herald scribes. Each month
a different scribe will produce the Herald. They are the producers and
we are the directors.
Sep-2016
Oct-2016

Nov-2016
Dec-2016
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CH3 Run 1961 - The Three Horseshoes, Barrow, IP29 5 AP.
1st May 2016
Hares: Debonnaire + Checkpoint
Returnees; Miah & Schoolboys Dream

The Words

So, with 29 (!) of our beloved brethren currently polluting the formerly quiet Spanish town of
Mojacar and probably raising all manner of hell in the bar Pavana out there, it caused some
considerable head scratching to see if there was anyone left at all that would arrive for the
hash.
On arrival, Hare Debonnaire waived us away towards the nearby village hall and I was
pleasantly surprised to see that a vast clan of whittles were arriving which would at least swell
the ranks by a good 50 – 70% of the expected total with Jetstream & Unmentionable arriving
marginally ahead of Blowback, Little Blow, Wai Wai and er………..(sorry, I really can’t remember
the little ones name (aaarrrggghh).
Elsewhere, Antar arrived uncharacteristically on his tod as Kermit & Googly were in Mojacar,
Spicy & Forest Dump, Slaphead & Big Swinger, Woody Hollow & Hound Joey and the very
welcome return (again) of Schoolboys Dream, Cruella De Hash & Pongo and the ever present
Toed & Computer. There was the sound of a minor scraping/collision as Klinger & Klingon
abandoned their rusty stead close to where others had parked sensibly.
I think we last ran from the Three Horseshoes over 5 years ago, when Greene King still had its
evil clutches on everywhere and was trying to convince an entire country that their IPA is in
fact a ‘beer’. Nice try, but we all know better. I was delighted to see it was a free house and now
had the very wonderful Wherry on, a cracking start to the day.
Oddly enough with all the absenteeism, it fell to the lovely Woody Hollow to try and get some
sort of order going. Presented as the “F*** know what number” run, the circle was called and
hares Debonnaire & Checkpoint explained the symbols to the massed ranks…… er, few of us
that made it. As Taxi wasn’t here either, the explanation process didn’t actually take long and
before we knew it, we were off and I was immediately caught out as the entire pack went down
a footpath between two houses and I headed in entirely the opposite direction. The trail snaked
into a large playing field where several bemused dog walkers looking
nervously at oddly dressed hashers shouting out on-on everywhere.
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A neat false trail leading back into the housing estate sent us parallel to the playing fields
bordered by some spectacular poplar trees. As the pack consisted mainly of dogs and walkers,
there were technically about 7 runners (and I use the term in the loosest sense) and at one
point the very unlikely FRB combination of Big Blouse & Antar were leading the pack. Not since
I inadvertently drank someone else’s magic mushroom tea have I imagined anything so bizarre
and I’ve been hashing for over a decade so I’ve seen some bloody odd shenanigans.
Normally Blowback would have run rings around all of us, but was slightly encumbered with
Wai Wai, which was the only reason he wasn’t ahead by about a mile or so.
The trail was brilliantly laid and there were some very cunning false trails. As we ran up a
pleasant quiet road, we were joined by Hold it for Me, who had arrived from nowhere. It turns
out he’d arrived a tad late and by sheer fluke had managed to find us all.
At one point I actually found the true trail first and headed off
around a huge field of rape and was really enjoying the sun and
the pungent sweet aroma of the rape seed, only to find I’d
missed a massive checkpoint and hit a turn back bang on. Mad
Monk had guessed the correct route and this lead slightly uphill
(well, we were in Suffolk after all) and across what seemed to
resemble open prairie land with several hundred moulting
sheep present giving them a faintly tatterdemalion air (Brilliant!,
I’ve always wanted to use that in a write up  1)
The open grasslands were lovely to run across as they’d all been
mown to a short cropped finish by hordes of ravenous sheep.
Lady Slipstream & Woody Hollow appeared oblivious to the
immense amount of sheep turd everywhere and carried on
regardless.
Eventually the trail looped back and I realised we’d been duped
as we were at the same bloody farm we’d left half an hour or so
ago and it occurred to me that this was a brilliant tactical bit of
trail laying and the hares had made us loop around a massive
field full of shit & sheep to arrive at the same
point…………………………Thanks.
By now we’d done about 5.5 miles and luckily it was about
15degrees and very pleasant, but the pack was getting oddly
tired out. Bedsores eventually found the true trail and we
descended down a short incline to a check, but this was the only
symbol that fooled no one and we headed up hill and saw the
back of one or two houses and with that the trail lead us back
into the village after a relatively athletic 6.5 miles.
As we got back & changed it was fabulous to be able to sit
outside in real warmth with a pint of the fabulous Wherry and a
large pint glass full of pork scratchings. These were athletically scooped up by several hashers
and were massive in size, something akin to extra hard road kill, coated in lard and fried to a
crisp for several days* (NB * The pork scratchings, not the hashers).
Eventually, the circle was called up and we were slightly surprised to see Fit But Dim arrive.
Such was his dedication he’d come straight from work and although he missed the run
completely, he still arrived to help Woody with the down downs. The quire consisted of Antar
and I, so most of the songs were not exactly harmonious or pleasant to hear to be honest.
Down Downs went to’
1

[tat-er-di-meyl-yuh n, -mal-] Noun – a person dressed in ragged or shabby clothing, a shabby person.
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Hares ; Debonnaire & Checkpoint – with thanks for a fabulous trail
Mad Monk – for being an FRB
Big Blouse – for failing to control Joey the hound for a period longer than 30 seconds and
handing Joey to the dog savvy Cruella De Hash.
Returnee (? Really?, are you yanking my crank?, she’s been back for ages??) – Schoolboys’
Dream
Hold it For Me -got a DD for being 12 mins late, but still catching up with the main pack and
therefore by didn’t of that fact becoming an SCB.
Slaphead for forcing haberdashery on people and trying to convince the hash that his odd
leather/chains neck attire was in fact for holding a wine glass, when it was evident it was a
cock ring or gimp mask attachment.
Miah was given a coke and we all made her laugh, so in a fit of giggles she nearly choked on it 
well done for trying to swallow half a coke Miah!!
And finally
Klinger was given a DD for claiming he’d done at least 7.5 miles on the trail, a fact more
unbelievable than him claiming he’d parked a car without hitting anything/anyone.
A great trail & lovely day, thank you hares.

On On

Big Blouse

CH3 Run 1965 – Sun 29th May 2016
The Plume of Feathers, Ickleford
Hares: Antar & Kermit
Virgin – Tony
Returnees (from Ickleford) Tamsin & Wendy
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The Words

So, this was a very welcome return to the annual Ickleford
mini beer festival, traditionally hosted by the venerable
Antar & Kermit. According to a quick search on Google, its
states that the Plume of Feathers is Famous for “Traditional
Real Ale (Served continuously since 1778)” This goes some
way to explaining why everyone in Ickleford is pissed most
of the time.
Anyway, with no GM, No Grand Mistress, No RA, one Joint
Master, a cold, grey and bleak bank holiday weekend would
always be a tough call despite the beer festival. The question
was, would anyone turn up at all?
Gradually folk began arriving, While You’re Down There, Wimp & hound Sam, Muthatucka,
Checkpoint, Big Swinger, Slaphead, Double Top, Benghazi, Blowback, Little Blow, Wai Wai &
Josephine & another clump of Whittles in the form of Jetstream & Unmentionable. Elsewhere
Googly, Toed & Computer, Taxi, Double Top and Haven’t Got One + Hold it for Me arrived to
bolster the line-up.
Oddly enough, no one really had a clue what was going on and as Kermit is the verger this year
as well as a hare, he was practically running the hash by himself. Anyway, for reasons that can’t
be explained, Hold it for Me took charge (well sort of, he forgot newies, visitors, virgins, his
own name etc etc) but before we set of there was a collective hush as we were told to expect
horses, frisky bullocks and small cows, none of this however, topped being greeted by the
arresting site of a semi naked Antar in a half-length floral dress bare hairy shoulders but fake
boobs (bolstered with tennis balls). It’s not often that the hash is disturbed by anything, but
frankly the visage of this terrifying spectacle was seared into the retinas of all present.
Antar explained that he was putting some effort in as it was Harriett’s month, but fortunately
he decided to opt for normal clothing before setting off on trail.
While we’ve been to the plume extensively through the years, the village is a bit like Steeple
Morden in that there are so many footpaths and trails, there are dozens of variations and we’ve
never run the same trail twice -granted that there are bits/footpaths etc. that are repeated, but
it’s a great area for hashing.
Hold it for Me eventually called the on and we were away out the front of the pub, immediately
I was caught by a check back heading towards Hitchin, while Muthatucka was caught out
heading towards Pirton.
The on was called and we were directed back through the village past the now sadly defunct
Cricketers pub. A check sent us in all directions but the on was called by the public footpath
and we headed off to the right behind some expensive houses. Hold it for Me Hold it for Me &
Toed called on and they were wrong as we ended up at a brilliantly executed turn back.
Wimp called the on and the trail snaked back in the opposite direction past the recreation
ground and up a footpath heading towards Pirton, behind some derelict commercial green
houses. Big Swinger held a check on the busy main road as Wimp & Sam checked it out to no
avail. The on was called up a short section of the main road to Henlow before a right turn back
across a field towards Ickleford.
Randomly a bloke on a bike asked if we’d seen his little dog but as the fields contained corn
that was about two foot deep, most of us hadn’t seen anything. Kermit & the knitting circle
greeted us at a check & Muthatucka & I trotted off to actually find the trail.
By now we were heading towards Henlow camp and there was a vague nagging doubt that we
might be suckered in to another 11.5 mile ball breaker that we had been ‘treated’ to some years
earlier. Luckily for us the hares were being kind and had managed to find some undiscovered
footpaths. A false trail at the corner of a field and a heavily overgrown footpath cunningly sent
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us around the field to find another clever dead end, the trail took the footpath and we were
once again sent back to the main road.
The trail crossed the main road to Henlow again and the on was called. Despite knowing the
area well, the hares really had done a brilliant job and no one could second guess anything. It
always goes this way I confidently shouted following Unmentionable, only to find I was wrong
an Checkpoint discovered the true trail from the, er… well, checkpoint.
A wide sweep around a field lead us back towards the main road past some rather bemused
looking cows who had obviously never seen 20 sweaty clueless hashers before. I noticed that
the cows seemed to be trying to work out what the hell we were doing and whether we were a
threat or not, actually, one cow seemed to be staring at Muthatucka intently as if she was
considering the faint possibility that they might be related somehow.
The trail then re-crossed the massively busy Hitchin to Henlow road and followed a wide
footpath across fields popular with dog walkers & cyclists, all of whom seemed to be using the
footpaths. Wimp called on and a tired Sam was trying to keep up but clearly showing signs of
flagging. Hold it for Me, Toed & Mutha were hot on the heels of Wimp, but Wimp was caught
out by a deceptive check back. The trail had been brilliantly diverted diagonally down a
maturing wheat field before arriving at a field full of skittish horses. Luckily the horses let us
through and we were faced with a fork in the wooded footpath. As luck had it, Mutha & I were
unlucky and reached a turn back.
Re-tracing our steps, we went back to the fork to be
met by Checkpoint. The trail headed through a dense
wooded copse behind some very expensive houses
before panning out into Ickleford Green and the
stabling area. A check confused everyone except
Checkpoint who picked up the trail running parallel
to the Arlesey Road. The trail diverted off to the right
just before the railway bridge and across some
common land. A herd of maturing heifers eyed us with
interest and as Kermit & Antar had warned us not to
run next to the bovine delinquents unless we fancied
being approached at speed by a tonne of beef with
attitude.
Beef avoided, a kissing gate led us to the backs of the
river Hiz (pronounced “Hitch”) which incidentally feeds
the Great river Ouse eventually and onto the lush common
green. I was staggered to see the On Inn and after a brief
short cut between two houses we were back to the
Ickleford high street and into the pub after a totally great
trail and a spot on 5 miles
Back at the pub, they’d got their usual BBQ going and the
burgers were absolutely fantastic an reasonably priced too
– so good in fact, I had two of them like the fat bastard I’m
evidently training to become. There was a brilliant range of
beers from all over, but the best one of the few we sampled
was one called “Chelsea Blonde” from the London Beer
Factory www.thelondonbeerfactory.com/beers/chelsea-blonde/ – described as a “ABV 4.3% A
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light refreshing pale ale with citrus tones, a ﬂowery aroma with a smooth after taste”. It was
absolutely spot on and really hit the mark. Shame I was driving as ever………….
After a short pause while everyone paused to get food & select from the fabulous range of
beers, the circle was called and as most of the mismanagement were missing and no-one knew
what to do/say/sing all sorts of completely random anarchy broke out.
Down Downs were awarded to;
Hares – Antar & Kermit
Double Top for Rudeness by Wimp (although I didn’t understand exactly why?)
Vigins/Visitors/Returness – Tony, Tamsin & Wendy
Slap
Big Swinger – for having an affliction/attraction with Dun
Elm (??, no, don’t ask, I’m baffled too)
Kermit for being shocking
Wai Wai operating through the medium of Little Blow &
Blowback singled out Checkpoint for offensive hand
gestures
Big Blouse – for confidently calling the direction of the trail,
but being wrong.
Checkpoint for an appalling joke about cows that must have
been Moooved on.

And finally, Blowback was awarded a tankard for achieving 400 Runs, most of which he has
completed in half the time that everyone else has
A cold & grey day, but the small pack was rewarded with a fabulous trail, great beer fest & top
food.
Thank you hares
On then to run 1966 at the Pig & Falcon in St Neots with your hares, Wimp & Calamity Jane
On On

On On
Big Blouse
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CH 3 Run 1967 Sun 12th June 2016
St Georges Tower Business Park
Hatley St George.

(On - On at the Chequers Little Gransden)
The Words

Hares: Unmentionable & Jetstream

The trouble with being prodded into action to write the run write up by Toeds ‘auto-bollocking’
feature is that most of the memories of the run have evaporated by the effluxion of time & tide
by a week or so after the event.

So, we hadn’t been over to Hatley St George since Klingers 70th B’day bash where we all got him
quite plastered much to our amusement. Hatley doesn’t have a pub, so the On On was going to be
one of the great pubs in the nearby Gransdens.
As we’re currently having an unbelievably crap summer weather wise (alternate hours of dull &
grey overcast skies/boiling hot/pissing it down, repeat ad infinitum) the hares were unlucky
enough to have laid a trail in the peeing down weather on the Saturday, only to run into the local
equine set who were planning the horse equivalent of a hash (possibly with less beer, but more
sherry) on the same day and through their horsey gritted teeth, mealy mouthed & clipped tones,
there was a suggestion that the Hash might be putting a spanner in their plans.

Luckily, it was left to the rather tactful hares, Unmentionable & Jetstream who calmly discussed,
and agreed an alternative section of the trail at the 11th hour for peace and calm to restore order.
Had that have been me, I’d have pointed out it was a public footpath, and why should they have
the temerity to suggest that the Hash should alter our plans to accommodate them. In fact, they
would have met with a rather more intransigent response in the form of the more prosaic
“Bugger Off, you alter your bloody plans”. Still, luckily they ran into some of the more tactful
members of the Hash and balance was restored between upper class twats with an inbuilt sense
of entitlement and normal beer quaffing nice folk.
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Luckily enough as folk began to arrive to what is ostensibly a very posh business park, it began
to rain quite persistently. A healthy turn out including newbie’s, loads of dogs and coupled with
rain it looked like it would be a miserable trail, but with the sheer level of experience that the
hares have, we knew they’d have a trick or two up their sleeve. Elsewhere, Self Rising Cock, Cruella
De Hash, Debonair, Antar, Pedro, Antar, the welcome return of Bastard as well as Googly, Big Swinger,
Slaphead, Muthatucka, It’ll Come Off, Checkpoint and a cast of thousands arrived to swell the
numbers.
Daffidildo & Doggy style called the circle which sort of eventually got together (it actually
resembled a knackered rhombus if we’re honest here) and for some odd reason, Shiner Cock,
Schoolboys Dream and Wrongway were welcomed back as returnees (??!). It was evident that our
lovely RA Fit But Dim was w**king, so RA duties would be required from the youthful &
inexperienced Kermit again (much to his chagrin…….).

After the explanation that we were running on sawdust and occasional flour but were to avoid
the orange trail unless we wanted to run cheek by jowl with the horsey folk that is, we were off
and down a nice concrete run down-hill to a first check that managed to confuse many of us.
Antar took one trail as I managed to pick the wrong trail but the on was called by Checkpoint who
had found the right trail.
Legover took an early lead while the fit as hell Self Rising
Cock managed to cover a staggering half a mile or so
before he realised he was on feck all dust at all. A short
hop through a wooded area sheltered us from most of
the rain and led us to a check where the trail forked off
in all directions. Lady Slipstream gallantly headed off in
one direction while Legover, Bastard & Pedro took the
other side of the stream. There was no trail either side
of the stream and with a stream of bad language we’d
actually all got it wrong and the hares had brilliantly
laid the trail up the hill running parallel with the wood we’d just run through – cunning plan
that!

As far as I recall, the weather got worse, but after a short open space there was another
diversion back into a sheltered woodland area. Oddly enough, it was a bit like the scene from
Jurassic park as we entered a densely forested lush woodland area surrounded by very sturdy
metal fencing. I brushed off the evident comparisons, run around a mature triceratops and made
my way along chatting to Legover about pearlescent car paint (as one does on the hash).
A massive loop around a well developed wheat field was hard going and fortunately, it got much
wetter just to make everyone realise how easy normal life is.

At this point the memories are a little hazy, but we’d done about 4.6 miles as the heavens opened
completely and tipped it down. The pack had
fragmented into a scattered band of equally drowned
miserable people praying for the end to come.
Muthatucka, now devoid of glasses due to some first rate
laser eye surgery was delighted to be able to see without
having to clear condensation off his glasses was actually
enjoying the trail immensely but even he’d had quite
enough by this point.

As we arrived back at the business park, various wet
folk arrived back and all in all it was a very well laid trail
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and a real joy to run it, marred only by the occasional horse (they were all very civil to us in
fairness) and the stair rods rain. The hash departed for the On On at the wonderful Chequers
watering hole in Great Gransden.

At this point the rain stopped and it got a lot warmer !!!!, but by now everyone was much happier
about generally being alive.
The circle was called and as usual most of us need notes to jog the memory, but as I’ve just come
back from a 2 day Rock Festival, all memories of who got a down down for what have been
utterly erased -for clarity, I’ve added the notes of the GM, Verger & Grand Mattress for a clear,
concise & accurate picture of who got a DD & for what reason,

Down Downs;
Cruella for a horse accident (!) & also for filling a bag with
turd & then accidentally flinging it at the GM (!)
Big Blouse, Schoolboys Dream & Shit Retainer for a mixture of
“FNargle, oooff blurgal frisnit (& possibly the words
‘Gestapo’ ‘Nose clamp’, spanner, clunge monkey & ‘puce’ can
be read in here),
Hares, Jetstream & Unmentionable,
Pedro – for wheel spinning on the way in.

Debonair – for new shoes.
It’ll come off - for not talking (WTF???)
Antar - for making a balls of the Postcode and ending up
nowhere near the venue
Self Rising Cock for something illegible and
Double Top – for peeing on trail (Plus ca change!)

Finally, and of particular note was the venerable Blowback
who achieved 400 runs.
Sorry if I’ve missed anything!

On On
Big Blouse
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Runs for August 2016
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)
Hare raiser Double Top

Latest details available at www.ch3.co.uk

Run No. 1975: 07-Aug-2016
White Horse, Edwardstone, CO10 5PX
Hares Debonaire & Vicky Vomit & Dr Dolittle
Run No. 1976: 14-Aug-2016
Three Tuns, Great Abington, CB21 6AB
Hares The Earl of Pampisford
Run No. 1977: 21-Aug-2016
Dukes Arms, Woodford, NN14 4HE
Hares Slaphead & Big Swinger
Run No. 1978: 28-Aug-2016
Who knows??
Hares Hopefully some Hashers

Grand Master - Daffidildo
Joint Master - Wimp & Hold It For Me
Religious Advisor - Fit but Dim
Hare Raiser - Double Top
Web Master - El Rave
Assistant - Debonaire
Beer Master - Benghazi
Assistants - Beerstop
Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro
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Grand Mattress - Doggystyle
Joint Mattresses - Woody Hollow & Wai Wai
Verger - Kermit
Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores
Hash Cash - While Your Down There
Hash Stats - Pedro
Apprentice - Muthutucker
Song Master - B@stard
Hash Horn - Muff Diver & Fit but Dim
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